
ANNUAL SCHOOL REPORT 2O2I _ 2022

It is a great honour to present the Annual Report of Fransalian School of Excellence.
Aurangabad' It is said "An insight the size of a mustard seed is powerful enough to bring down
a mountain-sized illusion that may be holding our lives together.,, The school, during the
current academic year' very specially at the time of pandemic covid- l9 has added several
feathers to its cap' we are proud of our students and teachers who strive hard beyond
expectation' we have a lot of good news and stories to share, our students have done creditably
well, not only in academics but in co-curricular activities too.

The year 2020-2021 and 2021 - 2022 will be imprinted in our memory throughout our life as
the years of pandemic covid-19. In the wake of the spread of covid-19, our schooljoined the
government of Maharashtra and Nation in the fight against spread and control of epidemic
covid-19 by contributing to the Chief Minister's and Prime Minister's Fund and distributing
ration to the poor and local people.

The covid-I9 brought the entire world, and forcing almost everything to standstill and
shutdown. The physical school remained closed for a month but very soon we jumped into
online classes to keep the process of leaming continuous. We took the digital platform for
online teaching. WhatsApp groups were formed to share study material with the students.
'feachers were introduced to make use of the online meeting apps like Zoomor Google Meet

to conduct online classes. For the same three days seminar was conducted. Initially, it seemed

a herculean task but circumstances taught us all that was required eventually. Online timetable

was prepared and exams were also conducted online.

Due to the uncertainty caused by covid- 19, we began the online classes on 2nd May 2020,

seven periods a day, morning session 4 periods and aftemoon session 3 periods. This decision

was taken after having consulted and taken parents opinions. Online teaching is really a test of
life, ability, and capability, openness to leam and equip oneself with the latest demanding

technology during the unprecedented crisis to keep the students active and involved to be

evolved.

STAFF FACULTY

Teachers are not by chance but by choice and roots of success to leanr and grow are formed through

challenge, pain, hard work, responsibility and disciplirre. As a teacher, you lrave a precious and gracious

role to play i.e., you are to become an example to everyone, your example has to
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carved you in the palm of His hands to be born to be a teacher, to set example and you become the

example. You are the potter; students are the clay, rnould and make students into a beautiful persorr

with your thoughts, words and deeds.

This will never happen overnight, you are to work lrard and strive, and you are to be relentless, doing

and walking the extra mile to complete your project and task and to be the best whatever it takes.

Teachers are called to be a lion leading hundreds of sheep not sheep leading hundreds of lions. Being a

lion means - a teacher is a leader, a captain, and master of one's soul. boss of one's dreams and king of

one's goals leading from front the children in the right path of life.

During the lockdown, we the teachers were not lockdown. We were in the forefront to impart

value, virtues and knowledge to the students, by conducting curriculum and co-curricular

activities through online medium. It is all-round tireless efforts of the management and staff to

meticulously plan out this laborious/uphill task to keep children learning.

Regular staff Meetings were conducted online and physical. It is hard for an institution to

survive in the present scenario. A rose doesn't invite anyone to enjoy its fragrance, but its

natural, pleasant, sweet smell attracts people to it. Parents are attracted to Fransalian School of

Excellence by its ethics, vision and more over the mission that we materialise here. We ensure

inclusiveness and believe in setting standards. Empowerment of our teachers remains our key

success mantra.

'IEACHER'S TRAINING PROGRAM

Teaching is so much more than that. Training for the teachers is also important for them to

have effective class management skills. Training sessions were conducted to help the teachers

learn or create new teaching strategies which will bring back the interest of their students in

the classrooms and encourage learning.

Innovation is at the very root of our teaching pedagogy. Various online workshops were

organized and teachers participated with an aim to keep teachers abreast with the latest trends

in the field of education. Such interactions with top academia help teachers to hone their skills

further which in turn translates into better performance.
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Sr.

No
DATE RESOURSE PERSONS SUBJECT TOPIC MODE

PUBLICATION
/ORGANISERS

I 04-01-20 Mrs. Akanksha Juneja General Enhancing Learning al
Home

Online Extramarks

2 2t-07-2t Mrs. Swati S

Dr. Nebula Murukesh
Dr. Ambika Nautiyal
Mrs. Sonima Mohan

Science Application of Science in

Current Scenario
Online St.Francis De Sales

College,
Bengaluru

3

22-07-20 Mrs. Smrutee Markhedkar
Mr.R. Senthilkumar
Mrs. Jenifer Suyitha
Ms. Roshini Koshy

Science Application of Science in

Current Scenario
Online St. Francis De Sales

College. Bengaluru

4
25-07 -20 Fr. Ebin Christopher,msfs General Teacher-aMentorfor

life.
Online SFS School

Vaniyambadi, TN

5

25-07-20 Mrs. Akanksha Juneja General Online Pedagogical
Approaches for
Refining l-earning
Outcomes

Online Extramarks

6

3t-07-20 Dr. Joe Arun Si
Dr.S. Thaddeus SDB

General Management Strategies
Learning Environment
and Pedagogy

On line CBCI Office tbr
Education and

Culture (Catholic
Education in Covid
Era and Beyond)

1

I 4-08-20 Mr. Jatinder Kaur Computer Python Online KIPS. Computer
Curriculum
Books Publisher.

8
l6-t l-20 Fr. Solomon Ceneral Teacher-ARoleModel Offline Fransalian School

of Excellence

I 2t-n-20 Fr. Allan General Work Ethics Offline Fransalian School
of Excellence

t0
05-t2-20 Fr. Francis M. Peter Ceneral Affective

Learn ing
Effective Online Password

Publishing House

ll
06-12-20 Mrs. Jyoti Swaroop General The Power of Play

Building Skills, Anitude
and Competencies

Online Password

Publishing House

l2
09-0 I -2 I Edmund Danties Ceneral Awareness Program on

Latest
CBSE - [nitiatives

Online Fransalian School
of Excellence

l3
20-01-21 Mr. Edmund Danties Physical

Education
Types of Intelligence
Mainstreaming - Health

and Physical Education

Online Fransalian School
of Excellence

SEMINARS 2O2O .2021

SEMINARS 2021 .2022
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PUBLICATION

/ORGANISERS
MODETOPICSUBJECTDATE

RESOURSE

PERSONS

Sr

No

OnlineHindi SahityaHindi SahityaMrs. Anuja Shukla| 5-07 -21I

OnlineMathematicsMathematicsMrs. Avani Kalam2 t6-07 -21

OnlineHindiSahityaHindiSahiryaMrs. Anuja ShuklaJ

URJA -OnlineMathematicsMathematicsMrs. Avani Kalam4 te-07-21
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LIBRARY:

our school has a well-stocked Library with books that are recreational and educational in
Nature' we believe that learning takes place all the time and everywhere. .fhe 

guided library
period every week awakens in them a taste to value books and creates a desire to read good
books' and not just depend on the internet lor their assignments. Every exposure/interaction is
an opportunity to rearn, onry if we are interested in improving and exproring.

SPORTS:

Sports tournaments at various levels in chess, Badminton, Basketball, volley-ball, Football.
and Athletics are apartof our School curriculum. This not only enhances the spirit of healthy
competition but also equips the child to be disciplined, weil-coordinated and improves their
abilities to work and excel individually and in team. we have allotted regular periods for games
activities' mass P'T' exercises and Yoga classes. Special coaching in basketball. lootball. vollev
ball, table tennis and chess is also provided

COMPUTER LAB:

In this age of Information Technology, an early exposure to basics of computerreadies every
child lor the future and also helps the child to overcome any inhibitions. our school has one
computer lab with latest models of computers and software.

PLAYGROUND

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy, sports is an important part of the curriculum. our
school not just lay emphasis on studies, but also has sports activity weaved into the curriculum.
we have a large playground for various sports activities to be conducted. Fransalian School of
Excellence organizes Annual Sports Day every year in order to bring out the true sponsman
spirit in the students' During the pandemic covid-19, our school organized l0 days of online
Sports competition' It was huge success. They also participated in the inter-school chess, quiz
and debate competition organised by schools in Aurangabad and St. Francis de Sales School.
Delhi

cameras are the alternatives of security guards as where human eye cannot reach ccTV camera
bridges the gap and facilitates by increasing the security system stringently and so for the safety
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CCTV SECURITY:



School has installed CCTV cameras in every classroom, in the school Corridors, at the Entrance
and the Exit gates and also on the playgrounds.

MUSIC ROOM

The words beauty, serenity and excitement come to life with each musical experience. our
school provides the students to benefit from these performing arts thus oflering them the ability
to cultivate and appreciate these fine forms of arts. The benefits of music education are

immense and highly beneficial to students. Music positively impacts a child,s academic
performance, assists in developing social skills, and provides an outlet for creativitv that is
crucial to a child's development.

DANCE ROOM:

Dancing has always been a pulse of humanity in improving the collaborative process in
children. It is a performance by two dancers. Its aim is to combine body and mind and train the

former, for it represents the means through which one can find good qualities because they are

natural, innate, and reflect the anatomical structure of the body.

SCIENCE LAB

Keeping in mind, the growth every child, the school has well equipped laboratories

(Chemistry, Biology and Physics). Laboratories have been purported to promote a number of
goals for students, most of which are also the goals of science education in general. We aim at

science leaming goals of laboratory experiences include enhancing mastery of science subject

matter, developing scientific reasoning abilities, increasing understanding of specific scientific

facts and the complexity and ambiguity of empirical work. developing practical skills"

increasing understanding of the nature of science, cultivating and organizing in the scientific

discipline.

MATHS LAB:

Our school has a well-equipped Maths lab which immensely contributes to the learning of
Mathematical skills and concepts. Maths's lab provides opportunity to make conjectures and

generalize observed pattems.

LANGUAGE LAB:

Our School has a tie up with Next Education Language Lab that offers best in term of
continuous evaluation, content, teaching Expertise and Methodology. The ISA
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blend of Instructor Led Training (lLT) with a Computer Based Training (CBT) practice and

evaluation. With the help of the teacher guidance students develop their English Language

Proficiency through these innovative leaming sessions.

HEALTH CARE OR INFIRMARY ROOM:

Our school has a well -equipped health --care room. We have two doctors and a nurse to assist

the children and everyone in the campus. Every teacher in the school is trained in first aid. If a
child is sick or injured, Parents and Guardian are informed. This year the teachers were given

special training in terms of the protocols to be followed during health *care emergencies.

ACTIVITY ROOM:

Activity room is set to bring out best creative, innovative knowledge and experiential

knowledge of the students. It is to attract students'attention and setting a suitable environment

and even fun. It is to create better communication. It is also nurture and encourage students to

engage themselves through the activities they pick up, this engagement leads to better

communication between the peer groups and also with teachers.

SPECIAL EDUCATOR:

The school has a special educator (Resource Room) to ensure the involvement of the parents

of students with additional requisites in the educational processes of their children. The special

educator collaborates closely with teachers, other professionals and administrators to foster the

teaching and learning of students with additional requisites.

COUNCILLOR:

Our school also has counsellor to help all students, including those with special needs to

achieve their full potential. Counselling sessions with special education students. Encouraging

family involvement in IEP (individualized education program). Counselling with and working

with other school staff to better understand the child's special needs.

DOCTOR / NURSE:

The school has a doctor, in charge of providing medical care to pupils in accordance with

medical science and experience. This care has a holistic approach, i.e., from the physical and

the mental perspective, regardless of age or gender and represents the health interests of pupils.

The main task of the school doctor's activities lies in preventive medical care
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ASSEMBLIES:

Daily Morning Prayer and assembly is one of several important and good practices we have at
Fransalian School of Excellence. Each class prepares well for it with a specific theme with
motivational thoughts/talks, skits, and news. Value Education, personality Development and
Moral Science classes are conducted every week. In this era of doubt and communal
disharmony. we help our students to live in love and harmony, respecting one another's faith
and beliefs by celebrating the major religious festivals like Eid, Raksha Bandhan, Diwali.
Christmas and many more with meaningful prayer services and programmes, thereby fostering
unity and tolerance

SCHOLAITSHIP EXAM:

our School encourages students to participate in Olympiad Foundation programs which is on
Intemational Level and Dr. Homiobaba, Maharashtra and various other competitive exams

conducted at district, state and national level. This invariably aims at making learning an

interesting and interactive process in which the leamers are actually able to put their skills,
memory, talent and knowledge to test

EXAMS:

There is only one difference between Dream and Aim. Dream requires effortless sleep and Aim
requires sleepless efforts. All the sleepless efforts of our chitdren gave them great success in

their exams. Exams are a form of learning activity. They can enable students to see the material

from a different perspective. They also provide feedback that students can then use to improve

their understanding. To identify weaknesses and correct them.

THE SCHOOL STRICTLY FOLLOWS THE CBSE PATTERN AND CURRICULUM:

Academic Excellence and Intellectual Enhancement: True Education means training in

excellence, which makes a person passionately desire to be a perfect citizen. The school is

committed in bringing an outstanding performance in the students by engaging them in various

significant programmes and activities throughout the year. Our school has a yearlong event

calendar that covers every facet ofeducation.

Co-Curricular Activities Competitions and activities organized offer opportunities lor students

to learn the values of teamwork, individual and group responsibility and a sense of culture and

community. Co-curricular activities provide a channel fbr reinforcing the lessons learned in the

classroom in a real-world context, and are thus considered an integral part of a well- unded

education. Realizing this, opportunities were provided to students to take part i of
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activities and competitions' These competitions gave our children a platform to display their
talents and abilities' Here are some of the co-curricular activities that the students get an
opportunity to perform.

SCHOOL PROGRAMS

The FSE provides enormous opportunities and challenges as it journeys towards excellence
and uphold the name of this glorious institution. Apart from education, activities give
opportunities to the students to bring out their hidden abilities and creativities. l-o enhance the
potentials of students' various competitions were organized through online platform which
opened the doors to their budding creative ideas. on the commencement of the new academic
year, number of activities were organized for all the grades, Spellspire, euizoid, t-lallmark and
Recitation etc. Students participated actively and were thrilled with the innovative activities.

SCHOOL PROGRAMS DURING THE YEAR

Teacher's Day Celebration picnic

lndependence DayCelebration Investiture Ceremony

Christmas Celebration Founder's Day _ Debate

SPorts Day Diwali Celebration

Annual Parents Day Gandhi Javanti

COCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Spellspire prepared Speech

Quizoid Scientia

Hallmark Meraki Art Competition

Choral Recitation The Chronicles

Solo Singing Essay Writing

Solo Dance Jagruti poster Making

Math Master Extempore

Penmanship Declamation

FSE Picasso poem Writing

Tell-A-Tale Story Writing

INTER HOUSE ACTIVITIES

Debate Skit

One Act Play Rangoli

Duet Dance Quiz

Children's Day

Annual Sports

Republic Day

SFS Feast Day Celebration

Wall Magazine

Mono Act

Paper Collage

Carol Singing

Poetry Slam

Art Mantra

Best Out of Waste

Rangoli

Science / Maths

Exhibition

Group Song
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INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Debate Inara euiz
Saki Flower Arrangement Elysian Group Dance

Nyla Art Attack Lykke Group Song

SPORTS

Kabaddi

Kho-Kho

Volley Ball

Drills

March Past

Lighting the Torch

THE CLUBS

Art

Nature

Quiz

Maths

Science

Music

Badminton

Football

Table Tennis

Relay Race

Marathon

Throw Ball

Movie Making

Mime

Cricket

Dodgeball

Carrom

Chess

Pottery

Carpentry

Heritage

Fashion Designing

Wabi Sabi

TEACHERS And PARENTS FETE

Tire Roll Race

Ball Hug Race

Balloon Hug Race

Pot Balancing Race

Musical Chair

Bombing the City

Flour-Blowing Contest

Minute to Win It / The Baby Rattle Game

Family Dance

Crossing the Bridge

Crary Object Obstacle Course

Queen of Sheeba (icebreaker)

Heads On

Unique Ramp Walk

SOME BEST PRACTICES OF THE SCHOOL:

"Utilizing best practices positively impacts students by providing motivation to leam and

promoting success in a global world." Fransalian School of Excellence conti
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Nukkad Natak (Srreet play)

Language Lab

Aerobics

Cookery

Photography

Dance



engage and prompt students to learn and achieve their goals. Thus" the school community gives
its splendid support to the Best practices resurting to a positive impact.

FOOD FOR LIVING

This programme supports the needy. At the time of crisis, the students began a food drive to
help the hungry and poor. The drive started on 4th January, 2o2l.The response was incredible.
In just over a month, more than 100 student supporters started donating for the food campaign.
on 25th January, FSE started the food donation drive with Shobhana Shikshan Sanstha,
Aurangabad Sanchalit Niradhar - Nirashrit Balkashram/ Balgruha by personally visiting and
giving food items like wheat, rice, sugar, pulses, oil, etc. we reached out to 40 children and
hope to extend help to other orphanages. we are practicing safety measures while distributing
the food. But we're still goingr our goar is to eradicate hunger.

The purpose of Food for Living programme is to create some kind of awareness about helping
the needy and downtrodden people. It is to involve children to leam to render service and help
to the one in need. School Children are encouraged to bring non-perishable food items on their
birthdays or any other special days. This is the generous contribution of the students, staff,
parents and well-wishers. The items are collected by the concemed teachers in the Food for
Living room' we also make sure that the food items reach the right hands. The ultimate
intention of such a practice is to make ourchildren understand the joy of giving the values of
compassion and charity.

SOCIAL OUTREACH. VISIT TO AN ORPHANAGE

A visit to an orphanage is a life changing experience as it is filled with emotions and sentimenrs.
'fhe students visited a nearby orphanage that is run by the Missionaries of Charity. After
handing over our little contribution to the authority the children were given an opportunity to

interact with old, mentally and physically challenged people. It was a fulfilling memorable

experience for all with some valuable lessons of life.

VAN MAHOTSAV

FSE conducts the Van Mahotsav week from I't July to 7tl' July to spread awareness of forest

conservation and to save the environment highlighting the need for planting and tending trees

as one of the best ways to prevent global warming and reduce pollution
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FIRE DRILL TRAINING:

To familiarise everyone in the school of what one should do in an event of a fire. Regular Fire
drills are conducted in the school and trained to what must one do when a hazardtakes place
making the evacuation process easy and teaching them not to panic thus making the school
prepared for an emergency.

CONCLUSION

I thank the Almighty God for the blessings, He has showered upon this institution. May I take
this opportunity to express my deepest gratitude to our management, students, stafF -teaching
and non-teaching, parents' benefactors and well-wishers for the whole hearted co-operation. It
is said that "You must Believe it before you can see it. we as humans lead with belief. once
we understand that the belief has to come first then we'll know what it is that you have to work
on because most people think they need to do something extraordinary in order to believe in
themselves' But I am telling you right now, if you don't believe in yourself first, you will never.
"Believe in yourself and all that you are. Know that there is something inside you that is greater
than any obstacle."
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